Abstract-What is consciousness? Many definitions have been proposed to describe this concept. Our research aims to achieve consciousness in computers and, in particular, focuses on a decision-making system based on consciousness. After the requirements are defined, a system that satisfies these conditions is proposed. Especially, this work proposes a new decision-making system based on consciousness. This model consists of emotional memories, declarative memories, and an amygdala-like mediation component incorporating three types of modules such as agilor, contemplator, and mediator. The effectiveness of the proposed system is validated through numerical experiments.
categorized into emotional and declarative memories from the perspective of brain sciences [16] . While the declarative memory plays an important role in the complex but peaceful social and linguistic environment, the emotional memory reacts quickly to environmental changes during emergency situations [16] . By analogy, emotional and declarative memories correspond to automatic and controlled processes, respectively.
Amari [16] and others [17] , [18] have also claimed that "switching between the two memories might occur in the amygdale", suggesting the importance of the amygdala in human decision making.
This work considers a new decision-making system based on consciousness. This model consists of emotional memories (automatic processes), declarative memories (controlled processes), and an amygdala-like mediation component.
Researchers [19] , [20] have proposed MarcoPolo as a decision-making system. MarcoPolo switches between the XoL profit sharing [21] , [22] method and k-certainty exploration method [23] aimed at identifying an environment through a mediator that is designed for domain-specific reinforcement learning tasks under Markov decision processes (MDPs). However, MarcoPolo is less versatile because of its MDP specialization. It is also assumed that a kind of reward for learning is one. In this work, the author proposes a decision-making system based on consciousness in multiple reward and penalty environments and numerical experiments are conducted to assess its effectiveness.
II. THE DOMAIN
Consider an agent in an unknown environment from which an input is called a state. After perceiving this state, the agent selects and executes an action. The environment may also contain an internal state that is generated by the agent itself. Time is discretized in one input-action cycle. A pair of a state and an action selected in the state is called a rule. A function that maps states to actions is called a policy.
The problem in a decision-making system based on consciousness involves determining the action output to be selected for each sensory input. A reward or a penalty is assumed to act as a teacher to solve the problem. Rewards and penalties are received from the environment on the basis of a series of actions. A reward is given to a state or action causing transition to a state in which a specific goal is achieved. In contrast, a penalty is given when a state or corresponding action does not achieve this goal. The purpose of learning is to ; sensor at t+1 ; sensor at t ; rule generate a policy that continuously produces rewards without any penalty.
The environment is treated as a collection of stochastic processes, where a sensory input corresponds to a certain state and an action corresponds to a state transition operator. Fig. 1 shows the state transition diagram representing an environment. The node with a dot denotes a sensory input at time t. This sensory input gives rise to three rules. Because the state transition is not deterministic, selecting the same rules does not always lead to the same state, as indicated by the branching arcs.
The learning agent does not have a priori knowledge about a complete state transition and thus, needs to learn the policy by interacting with the environment. This "goal-directed learning from interaction" is treated by RL [14] or XoL [13] methods, which may guarantee that the acquisition of the policy yield continuous rewards without any penalty, that is called a rational penalty avoiding policy, when the environmental class is correctly assumed. Fig . 2 shows the overall structure of the proposed decision-making system. Its components, or modules, consist of several agilors, one contemplator, and one mediator that decides and outputs an action. In MarcoPolo, the agilor and contemplator correspond to profit sharing and k-certainty exploration methods, respectively.
A. Agilor
An agilor is defined as a module that learns quickly. The primary system has previously been used as an agilor [11] . This system executes an action in response to an input from the environment. Therefore, both RL and XoL correspond to primary systems because they aim to learn a policy that determines the association between an agent and environment.
In general, the emotional system, which is believed to stem from the human instinct, and reflexive action represented by conditioned reflex can also be regarded as agilors. In this work, they are described as independent agilors that correspond to emotional memory [16] or automatic process [15] . Once the relationship between modules is defined, the system can be configured similar to the subsumption architecture [24] , which typically assumes a hierarchy between modules. In this architecture, modules become more abstract when they access an upper layer. Moreover, the purpose of each layer needs to account for the purpose of the lower layer. However, in this work, the system does not adopt this hierarchical framework because each agilor is regarded as an independent module. Conflict resolution between agilors is accomplished through contemplator or mediator tasks.
B. Contemplator
While agilors represent different types of modules, such as emotion, reflection, and learning, contemplator oversees agilors or executes sophisticated calculations. The role therefore is to ensure proper action selection.
Contemplator corresponds to the working memory that is considered to exist in the human neocortex. Poorer grade animals likely execute decision making by a responsive process only because they have less or no neocortex. In contrast, humans achieve a higher level of decision making by comparing agilor contents using their large neocortical region. Contemplator may also perform a calculation of their own and, therefore correspond to declarative memory [16] or controlled processes [15] .
C. Mediator
An action that can be output to the environment generally represents a mediator while agilor and contemplator correspond to candidates for each action. This module determines which action should be outputted to the environment.
The secondary system has previously been defined as a mediator [11] . It interacts directly with a primary system but not with an environment. In that case [11] , the secondary system is generated when some unexpected situation occurs after the learning of the primary system is stable. Consequently, the agent can adapt to unforeseen circumstances without resetting everything that the primary system has acquired. This is believed to be effective when the primary system only consist of one type of agilor, as suggested by numerical experiments [11] . However, this configuration is irrelevant when several agilors are present, such as in this work.
Here, the mediator should focus on which module should be selected because the details of decision making are completed by the agilor and contemplator modules. To this end, the mediator requires inputs from the contemplator and individual agilors along with the input-output relationship in the environment. These pieces of information provide the mediator with the ability to determine which action should be output to an environment. Remark that there is the input-output relationship with the environment in this work, whereas there is no direct interaction with the environment in the secondary system [11] . 
IV. MODEL CONSTRUCTION PROCESS

A. Agilor
The agilor mainly encompasses emotion, reflection, conditioned reflex, and learning.
Emotion and reflection are inherent to living organisms. They form the basis of life that has been processed by the brain stem, such as escape from fear and homeostasis to maintain life. Therefore, they are incorporated in advance according to certain tasks.
On the contrary, the conditioned reflex is considered as a response acquired by applying the learning function to behavior based on emotion. In other words, it is equivalent to learning later in life what to avoid.
Learning a policy may also be used as an agilor function, such as learning by XoL or RL. Learning results are significantly influenced by reward or penalty settings.
B. Contemplator
The contemplator is responsible for high-cost tasks that cannot be processed by the agilor, such as search, exploration, comparison between considerable amounts of data, and computationally demanding learning tasks. The contemplator configuration rests on careful examination of individual target problems because of its problem dependence.
For example, a comparison between the contents of each module requires an identification of the modules that can be executed within a certainty factor. This may be achieved by generating a model of the environment and performing a simulation in this model. However, the generation and simulation of a model generally demand significant computational resources, resulting in a slow response. These tasks are therefore suitable for a contemplator.
Computationally costly tasks, such as long-step learning and combinational search problems, may also be assigned to the contemplator.
C. Mediator
The mediator makes a final decision on the action to be output to the environment and may be considered equivalent to the amygdala in humans. Although its implementation depends on the problem, the following configuration may be envisaged as an example.
Consider the case where the mediator makes a decision based on the signal strength of each module. The signal strength corresponds to its confidence factor. In this case, the reaching speed of the signal, which is related to the time interval at which the same module produces an output, is also important. The mediator determines which module should be selected according to speed and confidence. Therefore, parameters should be tuned depending on which of the speed or confidence is updated by learning.
Each module is assumed to provide information on the expected transition destination. The mediator adjusts the signal speed and confidence parameters by learning using the difference between the expected transition destination and actual distribution information, as well as reward/penalty signals emitted by the environment. XoL or RL may be utilized for learning.
In the next section, the effectiveness of the proposed decision-making system is verified by numerical experiments using a simplified mediator. Fig. 3 . Environment used in the numerical experiments.
V. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
A. How to Validate the Effectiveness of the Proposed Method
As shown in Fig. 2 , the proposed decision-making system based on consciousness comprises agilor, contemplator, and mediator modules. The performance of the system is first evaluated when only one module is used before combining all three components, resulting in the following three experiments:
• Agilor only • Contemplator only • Proposed system Although the contemplator may also be combined with the agilor, this configuration is excluded because an action cannot be selected from several candidates when there is no mediator. Fig. 3 is a state transition diagram of the environment used in the experiments reflecting state transitions evaluated after the system has conducted a sufficient search of the environment. The learning agent exhibits four actions (a, b, c, d) and their four corresponding desire levels (A, B, C, D). When an action is selected, the desire levels decrease. This decrease is predetermined for each desired level. The agent can properly observe all desire levels but the function that defines the decrement of each desire level is not known in advance.
The agent receives 21 types of sensory inputs labeled s0-s35. State transitions that do not change the sensory input, such as returning to s1 after selecting action c in s1, are omitted in Fig. 3 .
When the agent selects action a in s1, its transits to s3 by a probability p of 0.5 and then to new state s6 located between s1 and s2 by another probability (p = 0.5, data not shown). The same uncertainty occurs in s11, s21, and s31.
On reaching a goal, represented by triangle A, B, C, or D in Fig. 3 , the corresponding desire level is increased. This increment, which is predetermined for each desire level, corresponds to a reward. On the other hand, if one level decreases to zero, all desired levels are initialized and the agent returns to s0, which represents a penalty.
In this situation, consider the problem which action should be selected in s0. The solution depends on the change in desire level resulting from selecting an action and acquiring a reward. The agent's purpose is to learn a rational penalty avoiding policy.
B. Specific Module Design 1) Agilor:
A minimum priority strategy (MPS) [10] , in which the agent always aims to achieve the minimum desire level, is adopted for agilors.
MPS is expected to be an effective strategy in many cases. However, when the decrement in desire level A is much larger than that in B, action A should be selected over B if its desire level exceeds that of B. The threshold changes according to the following factors: the decrement of desire level A, decrement of desire level B, difference between these levels, and increment of the desired level when the agent reaches the goal. Configurations that are inappropriate for MPS have been previously investigated [10] and are accounted for in this work.
2) Contemplator: The contemplator is designed using the learning based on an avoidance list proposed previously [25] .
An avoidance list, corresponding to the set of lower layers that should not be selected in each state, is therefore established for more emphasis on penalty-based learning. This list is used to select an appropriate lower layer. When the agent receives a penalty, the following information in the previous decision-making is registered in the avoidance list.
• Type of goal that needs to be achieved.
• Desire level value of goal that needs to be achieved.
• Desire level value of goal that received the penalty. This registration should take into account the interaction between "the goal that needs to be achieved" and "the goal that received a penalty." For example, when the agent that aims to satisfy the desire level A receives a penalty about desire level B and desire level A is included in the penalty, the avoidance list is updated with the information in the most recent decision-making point that desired level A had not been aimed. The avoidance list is also updated when its range is broadened.
3) Mediator: MPS is expected to be effective for many cases in this problem. Therefore, the mediator selects the agilor output as long as there are no problems.
However, if the agent receives a penalty when it follows an action from the agilor in an environment, the mediator selects the contemplator output in the same environment.
Although a similar switching process has been previously followed [25] , it is not possible to switch between agilor and contemplator for each type of environment since a separate module such as a mediator does not exist.
C. Experimental Setup
In the numerical experiments, the lower-level learning that aims to achieve each goal from each state (s0, s1,..., s35) through the lowest number of actions is completed.
Initial desire levels amount to 100. During these experiments, "the decrement in each desire level after the agent outputs an action" and "the number of rewards acquired when the agent achieves a goal," which corresponds to "the increment in desire level related to this achievement," are changed. Environments 0, 1, and 2 shown in Table I are repeated each time the number of rewards and penalties reaches 300,000. Previous knowledge has shown that MPS is effective for environments 1 and 2 but cannot prevent a penalty in environment 0 [10] . All desired levels are initialized and the agent transits to s0 when the environment has changed. Each experiment proceeds 15 × 10 7 times until an action is selected. These experiments are performed 100 times using different random seeds and the average number of rewards and penalties is evaluated.
D. Results and Discussion
When only the agilor is used, unlike environments 1 and 2, environment 0 cannot completely avoid a penalty, in agreement with a previous study [10] .
Experimental results involving the proposed method and contemplator only are shown in from Fig. 4 to Fig. 9 , respectively. Vertical axes are not aligned for visibility. show that there is little difference between the proposed method and contemplator only for acquiring rewards. Moreover, little difference is observed between these methods in environment 0 as shown in Fig.7 . In experiments involving only the contemplator, the agent receives a penalty in the MPS-treatable environments 1 and 2 ( Fig. 8 and 9 ). In contrast, the proposed method avoids penalties in all environments.
When only the contemplator is used, many actions are required to receive a penalty because the contemplator aims to learn from an avoidance list drawn for a simple MPS-treatable environment. However, in the proposed method, the agent can select an appropriate module on the basis of the difficulty of the environment because it can switch from the avoidance list to MPS using the mediator. These results suggest the effectiveness of the proposed system comprising agilor, contemplator, and mediator modules.
VI. CONCLUSION
This work proposed a decision-making system based on consciousness incorporating three types of modules such as agilor, contemplator, and mediator. The effectiveness of the proposed system was confirmed by numerical experiments.
In future work, this system will be applied to real-world problems, such as keepaway tasks [26] , [27] , the biped walking robot [28] , and the course classification support system at National Institution for Academic Degrees and University Evaluation [29] .
